3. Charge Battery

1. Name and Parts
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Charge LED(Red)
When battery is fully charged,
the red LED will turn off.
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1. On/Off/Power Saving Switch
2. Power LED(Blue)
3. USB Port
4. GPS Indicator
5. USB Port Lid
6. Memory Card Slot

1. Remove the USB Port Lid and connect with the supplied USB cable to the device.
2. Connect the other end of the USB cable to a PC or an USB charger.
3. The red LED at the bottom of the device will illuminate when charging and turn off
when fully battery is fully charged. Charging time takes about 150 minutes to
complete.

4. Assemble & Disassemble
2. Package Content
Plastic Side

GPS-DLG10
Quick Guide
8GB

Lock

Adapter

Memory Card

Rectangle Jelly Case

Quick Guide

1. Place the device into the Rectangle Jelly Case. Note the metal side should be facing
inside the jelly case and plastic side (with product serial number visible) facing
outside.
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Magnetic Holder

Round Jelly Case

CD-ROM

USB Cable
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2. As shown in illustration 1, twist the Magnetic Holder counterclockwise to open the
unit.
3. Place the plastic side of device into the chamber of the Magnetic Holder as
shown in illustration 2. The GPS antenna is mounted on the plastic side of the
device. It is very important to place correct side into the chamber for best GPS
signal reception.
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GPS-DLG10

4. Re-assemble the Magnetic Holder as shown in illustration 3. Make sure the
holder is securely assembled for weather proof purpose.

GPS Data Logger
Quick Guide
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5. Wrap the Magnetic Holder with Round Jelly Case.
6. To remove the device from Magnetic Holder, unwrap the Round Jelly Case first
then disassemble Magnetic Holder as shown in illustration 4 & 5.
※ For better GPS signal reception, it is recommended to place the unit near four
corners inside a vehicle or in the rear trunk or attached to the chassis.

5. Operation

GPS Indicator (Blue)
When the device detects satellite signal,
blue indicator blinks once every 20 seconds.

(1) (2)

1. Insert memory card to the memory card slot on the side of the unit.
2. Select Power On or Power Saving by sliding switch to position. To Power On the
device, slide switch to position (1). To enter Power Saving Mode, slide switch to
position (2). Blue indicator blinks when the device is in operation.
3. When the device detects satellite signal, blue indicator blinks once every 20
seconds. When battery is fully charged, the device would work for approximately
20 hours.
Note: In Power Saving Mode, the device would stop recording data if no vibration is
detected within 10 minutes. The device would resume to normal operation again
when a vibration is detected.
＊To retrieve the data, install software from the provided CD to your computer.
Software installation guide is in the CD too.
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